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Professional Development Series:
Pricing & Valuing Your Artwork with Kyle Bryant

If you are an entrepreneurial artist you may already be exploring “Alternative
Markets” such as Art and Craft fairs like Picnic and the Flea For All or online
marketplaces like Etsy.
Here are some things to consider when exploring those markets:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Setting a goal and staying focused on that goal: Determine what you want to accomplish, the

resources you will need and the amount of time it will take. Allow yourself that time and accomplish
that goal. When your creation hits the marketplace you want to be finished and prepared.
Where to represent yourself and how to do it: Think about the visibility of your name. Do you
want be selling work on a table at a craft fair or on the walls of a gallery. Determine the appropriate
market for your work and stick to it.
Consumer quality work vs. Gallery quality work: It is important to determine where your work
fits in and where it is appropriate to sell it. If you are making functional ceramics they may be more
appropriate in an online marketplace or craft fair. If you are making oversized oil paintings it may be
better to have them in the gallery.
Maintaining consistent prices throughout various markets: If you sell something for one
price in one location, don’t sell it for half price somewhere else. This includes the internet.
The internet: It is important to represent yourself well on the internet. You want your work to
speak volumes over your twitter, and for your twitter to be professional. If you work with a gallery
then don’t sell the same work on the internet for half the price.
Expanding visibility and controlling public image: You want to be seen, being seen is a good
thing. The more places that your name comes up the more people will think about you, but be aware
of how you are being seen. Represent yourself the way that you want to be viewed by the public.
Creating a fun experience for the collector: If you are selling work and you’re still alive, then
your collectors probably like knowing that you’re alive. Keep your work fresh by creating new things
and keeping your audience up to date with those projects.

Kyle Bryant is a Portland artist practicing printmaking. His work ranges from oversized woodcut
prints to a monthly subscription of small scale screen prints and woodcuts. His work can be seen
exhibiting regularly or on his website: www.KyleBryant.net

